Skin Assessment

Sensitive or
Environmentally Stressed
Skin? Rosacea?
Feel like your skin turns red
at the slightest provocation?
Does your face burn when
you apply beauty products?
Calm your skin and correct
the damage from
constant inflammation
by following our Levels of
Treatment.
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Levels of Treatment for
Rosacea and Sensitive Skin

LEVEL 1: Hydra-vitalization smoothes skin by removing
keratinocytes and buildup while protecting the integrity
of even extremely sensitive skin. This skin type can
benefit when a custom European Facial is incorporated
into this treatment to relax the tense, reactive skin.
Hydra-vitalization allows deep purification without the
extreme long lasting redness or flare-ups that commonly
occur. Regular sessions will desensitize the epidermis and
infusion of TNS serum will repair and allow it to function
at a more vital and resilient level alongside a custom
skincare system that further protects from rosacea flares.
LEVEL 2: Revitalizing peels delivered in a series of
applications are highly effective when carefully
measured and tailored to the intensity of this delicate
skin. This will remove clogged pores and keratin buildup
that is commonly found in these conditions without
manual extractions or physical exfoliation.
An even tone and texture is enhanced by the
appropriate at home maintenance and routine
procedures of Hydra-vitalization.
LEVEL 3: An innovative Dermal Stimulation procedure
allows for superior elimination of vessels, capillaries,
and inflammatory damage. Texture, clarity, and tone in
the skin is restored. Intense Pulsed Light combines with
targeted radio frequency to correct the signs left behind
from years of irritation and inflammation by promoting
the creation of new and healthy cells to prevent further
damage.
Vitalizing peels delivered on a consistent basis keep the
pores clean and encourage fast natural exfoliation of the
skin. Soothing rosacea and sensitive skin facials paired
with a manageable skincare program further heighten
and prolong the results of your investment. An effective
and gentle sunscreen is mandatory.
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